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Silent hill homecoming ending guide

The end of the game depends on Alexei's decision in three key positions of the game: - kill the mother out of compassion or not - forgive dad or not - save Wheeler or not the different combinations of those decisions will lead to different endings of the game. You don't have to run the game completely again to get another finish – you just
need to download the save in front of one of the key moments and make another choice. Requirements: - Forgive your father - Kill Mom Description: Alexei gets to the surface and meets Elle. He hugs each other and they go together. Bonus: Truck costume required: - Your father didn't forgive - Kill Mom Description: Alexei comes home in
a full bathtub. His father approaches him, tells him that his victim will save them all, and then start drowning... Bonus: Costume soldier of the required order: - your father didn't forgive - didn't kill his mother - don't save Wheeler's description: Alexei comes to tie himself to a chair. Two bogeymen slowly approach him and wear two halves of
the helmet of the pummer on him. Alexei becomes another bogeyman. Bonus: Boogieman costume requirements: - Forgive your father - Don't kill your mother's description: Alexei regains consciousness in a hospital bed in Ward 206. It seems his whole adventure in the game has just been the fruit of a sick mind. He then receives the
charge of electroconvulsive therapy from doctors. Bonus: Nurse suit required: - Your father didn't forgive - didn't kill mother - Save Wheeler Description: Elle reunited with Elle United, but the idyll of the encounter arrived by an unexpected UFO that disturbed them snatching both at once. Wheeler runs after но уже слишком поздно. Он
кричит, что он так и знал, кто виноват на самом деле. Надрада: Костюм полицейского, ладерндд пистолет next additional information location cases Prev Silent Hill Lair Homecoming has 5 different finishes - each of them opens different special clothes for Alexei. X-Buck 360 users will also receive an achievement and 50 points for
each end. There are 3 deciding factors that end you - the choice you made during the encounter with Alexei's mother, the forgiveness (or not) of the father and his decision to help (or not) Wheeler FactorsCostume Achievement (X-Buck 360)1Alex ends his mother; forgives his father; Wheeler's fate doesn't matter. Big Red AlexSmile!2Alex
finishes his mother; he wont forsed his father . SoldierIn Water3Alex's order does not end his mother; He doesn't forsed his father, he doesn't help Wheeler. BogeymanJudgment4Alex does not finish his mother; ER AlexIntensive Care5Alex doesn't finish his mother; It helps Wheeler.Deputy Alex Weapon: Laser PistolNo Dogs Allowed The
No Dogs Allowed ending unlocks a special weapon - Laser Pistol, which can be found in Joshua's room in Shepherd's House. Each end unlocks a special weapon - circular saw. You can find it in the shepherd's garage, next additional information about the location of prev Silent Hill Lair Page 2 you are not allowed to copy any image, text
or information from this page. This site is not associated with and/or endorsed by Konami Digital Entertainment or Collective. All logos and images are copyrighted by their respective owners. Copyright © 2000 - 2020 GRY-Online S.A. for gamepressure.com, unofficial game guides, walkthroughs, secrets, game tips, maps &amp; strategies
for top games. in: Games, Silent Hill: Homecoming, The Real World, Main Series English Share Silent Hill: Homecoming box art (U.S. version) Patrick J. DoodyChris Valenziano PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, PC September 30, 2008 (North America)November 6, 2008 (Steam)February 27, 2009 (Europe) DVD-ROM, Blu-ray Disc, Digital
Download Controller (PS3, Xbox 360)Keyboard + Mouse (PC) Silent Hill: Homecoming is the sixth installment in the Silent Hill survival horror series. The game was developed by Double Helix Games and released by Konami. The game was released on September 30, 2008 for the PlayStation 3 and X-Buck 360 in North America and on
November 6, 2008 for PC on Steam. All versions were released simultaneously in Europe on February 27, 2009, including a European retail PC version. The X-Buck version 360 is also available as a digital download; It's not a PlayStation 3 version. The game was initially banned in Australia but was then released with ma15+ rating and
censored graphics. The The release of the game was cancelled altogether. The story follows Alexei Shepherd, a young man who returns to his hometown of Glen Shepherd in the wake of his assumed military discharge and time spent in a hospital to fight related injuries. Alexei only returns home to find that her father and younger brother
Joshua have disappeared with no effect, like many others across the city. She finds her mother in a depressed, near catatonic state. Alexei goes through the city searching for his missing brother as he discovers the causes behind the strange events and dark secrets of neighbouring Silent Hill. Before playing the game, it is recommended
that the player read three diad books written by Alexei, Elle and Wheeler that give the story a background to the narrative. Plan note: Silent Hill: Home return set in October 2007. As the game begins, echoes of artillery and heavy explosions can be heard. The game's hero, Alexei Shepherd, is bound for Gurney and wheeled through a
diluted hospital; a silent doctor pushes him down a dim corridor, and they walk past rooms where doctors commit strange and horrific acts on patients including fragmentation, and burial alive. When she spun into a room and went alone, Alexei struggled with her restraint as the doctor left the room. Through the blurry glass of double doors,
Alexei watches in horror as a mysterious attacker impales the doctor with a giant blade. Alex suggests Robbie's doll to his brother Alexei, after breaking free from his restraint, invests more through the hospital and encounters his brother Joshua Shepherd and paints with crayons. After asking, Alexei retrieves a rabbit doll for her brother.
Yet Joshua escapes and continues to do so whenever Alexei approaches him. Alexei, who is progressing further through the hospital, follows Joshua's trail into the elevator. During his descent, Alexei hears metal cheries and the elevator car violently shakes before a huge blade drifts through the door towards him. Alexei arrives at his
hometown Glenn Shepherd. After waking up from a nightmare, a terrified Alexei realizes it was only a dream as she sits in the passenger seat of an 18 wheeler driven by Travis Grady. Travis, who arrives at Glenn Shepherd, says, Good luck, soldier. This, along with Alexei's military jacket and the sounds of war heard at the beginning of
the game, implies that Alexei is a soldier who returns home from the war. After being abandoned in his hometown of Glen Shepherd, Alexei discovers that the town is not the same as he left it; thick fog covers the town, all streets are in heavy repair mode, and almost no people can be found. Alexei encounters Margaret Holloway, the
judge and mother of her childhood friend El Holloway. Alexei and Margaret Holloway are both descendants of the four families who founded Glenn Shepherd For years now, those families are Shepherd, Holloway, Fitch and Bartlett, Glenn Shepherd is actually named after his father and ancestors Alexei Shepherd. Margaret Holloway looks
surprised to see Alexei and tells her to go see her mother. Alexei finds Lillian in catatonic mode. Arriving at his childhood home, Elle notices many pictures of her parents with Joshua, who, strangely, doesn't feature herself. Alexei comments on her parents' treatment of herself and feels her parents have always been fond of her brother
towards her. Alexei finds her mother Lillian in a state near catatonic. Lillian refuses to talk to Alexei after she told Alexei she was losing Joshua and that her father had gone to find her. Alexei notices her father's revolver on her mother's lap and she takes it from her before she left. Suddenly he hears a sound from the basement and moves
towards the sound. While researching the basement, Alexei encounters a room that his father Adam uses to butcher the animals he hunts, causing him to have flashbacks. In flashback, young Alexei opens his father's hunting room door, causing his father to turn around and slam him. After leaving the house, Alexei finally finds himself
traveling through the cemetery near his home, where he sees two tombs belonging to two of the city's founding families. LL hugs Alexei. Outside Glen Shepherd police station, Alexei eventually encounters his childhood friend El Holloway, who places missing persons flypasts. She is busy and upset and is annoyed by Alexei for going to
the army without ever saying goodbye to her. She gives Alexei a walkie tully after talking to her, and Alexei continues her search for Joshua. He then finds a litter shop owned by city mechanic Curtis Ackers, who asks for information. Alexei gives his father Curtis Revolver a thank you for his help, and Curtis gives Alexei a handgun and
claims he likes a fair business. Alexei then moves to the tomb of the Bartlett family, one of the four founding families, where he finds an hour. The siren appears, causing him to turn black. Sepulcher fell to the ground after failing. When Alexei reaches it, he finds that he has mysteriously moved to the neighbouring town of Silent Hill. There
he sees his brother fleeing to an abandoned hotel. Looking for Joshua into the building, Alexei is chased by numerous monsters: bogeyman before encountering a humanoid creature with a large, metallic, pyramid-shaped mask locked on his head. Bugiman notices Alexei hiding behind a barrier of broken furniture and staring at him shortly
before moving on. After the encounter, Alexei encounters Glenn Shepherd Mayor Sam Bartlett in a large, circular greenhouse elsewhere in the hotel. Mayor Bartlett is also like Alexei, a descendant of one of the The families of Glenn Shepherd Alexei understand that Bartlett's son Joey has also mysteriously disappeared. After questioning
Bartlett, Alexei is horrified to see a monster named Sepulcher climb a hole in the ground, killed the mayor. Alexei manages to kill it, only to fall into sepulcher's hole and black out again. Alex wakes up to lock himself behind bars in a cell, the city's deputy, James Wheeler, interrogates him for a while before being convinced of Elle's good
intentions and getting her out of the cell. The two pass through the Glen Shepherd Police Department building, only to be separated. After that, Alec encounters Elle and both escape into the sewers and eventually separate. Wheeler, who returns to the street again, radios Alexei and tells him to meet him so they can find a man named Dr.
Martin Fitch, who is also a descendant of one of the four founding families of Glenn Shepherd. Alex to Scarlett Fitch. Along the street, alexei finds Fitch and follows her to her clinic and finds a slightly uncomfortable collection of dolls before being attacked by a group of nurses. Alexei finds the key that opens a small box containing another
doll, and while touching it, the floors and walls peel to reveal a rusty, bloody, metal world: another world called the Descent of Hell. Alex finds Dr. Fitch in a large room where he can be seen cutting himself off to repent for his sins. Alexei asks him questions and finds out that Fitch's daughter, Scarlett, has also disappeared. Fitch, who is
now in a state of depression, says he forgot scarlett to bring her gift. When Alexei gives her gift, Scarlett's doll, Dr. Fitch's cuts go to the beat. He begins to bleed severely from his wounds and his blood forming a pool around him. While enduring the pain, Dr. Fitch abandons the doll and sinks into the pool of blood. After that the doll has
now turned into a huge Chinese mannequin-like monster named Scarlett. As Dr. Fitch begs for forgiveness, seemingly to his daughter, the monster bites his head and then tries to do the same with Alexei. Alexei wakes up at the clinic after defeating Scarlett and finds the key that drives her to the town hall. At the town hall, Alexei uses the
key to open an underground crossing where he finds a ceremonial dagger. He also finds portraits of the city's founders, the heads of four families who left Silent Hill years ago to find Glenn Shepherd. Strangely, portraits of the shepherd's family's head, alexei's own father and ancestors, are drawn from the wall down. He also finds some
ancient books detailing the founding families and their covenant with God. Alexei confronts soldiers on Lillian's orders, kidnapping Lillian Shepherd and leaving Alexei beaten on the ground. Returning home, Alexei realizes that the dagger aside from being a weapon is the key that opens the door to her father's hunting room as well The
doors contain the same type of locks. In the hunting room, alexei finds the key that opens the lower room, where another flashback scene begins. The scene shows Adam Shepherd, Alexei's father, who gives Joshua the family ring; he tells Joshua that the ring has been moved down from generations, incredibly important and special, and
is not going to be shown to anyone, even Alexei. After the flashback, Alexei finds a note written by her father stating that she was told she had to choose only one of her sons. Judging by the preferential treatment that Adam and Lillian Shepherd have always shown Joshua, the family ring he was secretly given and this mysterious note,
Joshua appears to have been chosen for a specific purpose by his parents and the order, an organized cult that is present at Silent Hill. With newly found information from her father's memo, Alexei tries to question her mother about Joshua once again, only to be cut off by members of the order who beat Alexei and kidnap Lillian. The
house then becomes another world version of itself that Alexei escapes by solving the riddles of the past and the guilty consciences of each of his family members. Alexei and Elle speak on a boat ride to Silent Hill. Alexei, who runs away from home, meets Elle and Wheeler again, stating that they have to go to Silent Hill to save everyone.
As he travels by boat, the order attacks them, kidnapping Elle and Wheeler, leaving Alec to shore on Silent Hill. Receiving radio calls from Wheeler, Alexei leads to a neglected penis in which he fights hordes of monsters and order members before saving Wheeler. Alexei asks if she knows where Elle is, and Wheeler says she's unsure, but
heard order members talk about taking a woman to a solitary confinement block. lilian on the torture machine . With Wheeler's help, Alexei travels deep into prison and reaches solitary confinement but finds her mother instead of Elle. Lillian is chained to a crippling-shaped torture machine that slowly extends her body beyond its limits.
Lillian begs Alexei to end his suffering and is given the player of choice whether to do so or not. If the player decides not to help her, Lillian is alive and alert while the torture machine tore her body in half. If the player decides to help, Alexei will pity a bullet in his brain and kill him just before the car dismemeans his body. Alexei meets
Wheeler again, and they travel through another world version of the penis and find Elle's mother, Margaret Holloway, tied to a chair. Alexei releases him, but takes a Wheeler-like caterpillar monster from a hole in the wall, pulling him towards it, causing Margaret to escape. As she leaves, Margaret's face changes from creepy expression to
reveal a more sinister intent. Alex Monster, Asphyxia, and his brother sees him outside and into a church. Inside, Alexei encounters a shady man in the confession booth. Alexei's conversation and mysterious face suggest that this is Alexei's father, or his conscience, and calls for forgiveness the way he and his wife have always treated
Alexei. The figure also speaks more than was chosen between her two sons, echoing what she found in a note Alexei had previously found in her lower room. He also says that he and his wife have always loved their son, but could not show him. They couldn't let him see the wonderful things of life, like love and happiness. While the
reasoning behind this issue has been strongly pointed out at this stage of the game, it has not yet been explicitly stated. The player is then given the choice of whether or not to forgive this person. Adam requests Alexei's forgiveness. After solving a riddle to reveal a door behind a massive pipe member, Alexei finds his father Adam, who
was tied up, similar to how he found his mother in prison. Alexei begins questioning his father whether he knows where Joshua is, and it turns out alexei was never a soldier. While she thought she was in hospital because of wounds sustained during the war, Alexei had actually been in a mental hospital. Adam shows Alexei the family ring
necklace but doesn't explain why he apparently took it back from Joshua. Bogeyman appears and in half the body of Adam before retreating from a staircase. Following bogeyman, Elle disguises herself as a soldier of order, but is soon captured by Curtis and Order. Margaret Holloway wakes up in Alexei's order lear to find herself tied to a
chair in a blood-covered room containing a circular drill and saw. Sitting in Margaret Holloway's room reveals that the disappearance of all children was all part of a ritual victim system. He reveals that Glenn Shepherd was founded by four families from Silent Hill who no longer wanted to participate in the work of their evil order and
worship. They were allowed to leave Silent Hill under one condition: every 50 years, each of the four families must sacrifice one of their children. This dedication has since provided Glenn Shepherd's protection from the trouble felt at Silent Hill. Margaret discloses that protection is no longer there because while three families recently
carried out the victim, a family called Shepherds failed to do so. Mayor Bartlett sacrificed her son Joey, Dr. Fitch sacrificed her daughter Scarlett and Margaret sacrificed her daughter Nora. Adam Shepherd was supposed to sacrifice one of his sons, but he didn't. For this reason, protecting God is no longer an order. Margaret goes on to
say that there is no longer a choice for the city but to return to the old Of Order and Silent Hill. Thus, he and his loyal colleague have been kidnapping, torturing and murdering everyone in Glen Shepherd, who refuses to accompany them. Margaret tortures Alexei by piercing her drift. Margaret then begins to torture Alexei by performing a
drill to her thigh and eyes, and fortunately she is released from her restraints, turning the drill into Margaret's chin and dragging her. After running out of order combination for a while, Alexei finally finds Elle, who is tortured by Curtis Acers. He manages to kill him and releases Elle. They then find Wheeler tied to a chair with several knives
thrown out of his abdomen. The player is given a choice whether to save him with a medical kit or let him die. Regardless of the choice done, Alexei then continues without Elle to face the finish alone. Alexei pushes further and finds the tombs of four families whose children have been sacrificed over the years. On each tomb there are four
names: children who have been sacrificed by each family over the years after the city was founded. At the shepherd's family's tomb, Alexei finds his own name and confirms that his parents chose to sacrifice him and let Joshua live, which explains why his parents were so far and cold about him and interested in Joshua; Recalled. Alexei
has a flashback: The night after Adam gave Joshua the family ring, Alexei took Joshua out on a boat in Lake Uluca. While there Alexei teased her that she felt jealous of her because of her parents' preferential treatment. Joshua showed him the family ring to deal with Alex's taunts, causing Alex to grab it angrily. Joshua stood on the boat
and attempted to get the ring back, however, as he grappled with Alexei and fell backwards before falling into the lake and drowning a concussion on the boat. Adam then recovered Joshua's body and severely blamed Alexei, who told him he did not know what he had made. They chose Alexei, she says, but now Alexei has ruined
everything and everyone else will suffer because of Alexei's mistake. After that, Alexei goes into mental shock just after blaming Adam, repeating in his mind that there is a way to save Joshua, despite being dead. It was implicitly told to many in the city that Alexei went to war instead of being institutionalized, as Al blamed him earlier in the
game for not saying goodbye. Before he opens the amniotic, alexei will once again shift to another world where Alexei fights the ultimate boss, Amenion. After defeating the creature, Alexei opens the monster and Joshua's body slips out. Finally finding closure with his brother Alexei cries and apologizes to Joshua and goes away.
Depending on the player's actions The game, five different endings can be unlocked. Silent Hill's end returns home - all ending the whole. Similar to Silent Hill 2 and Silent Hill 4: Room, it's unclear which homecoming end is Canon. The endings are only named in the official strategy guide. There are five finishes and one bonus scene in
total: smile (mercy kill Lillian, forgive Adam, save Wheeler): Alexei beats ammonion and apologizes to Joshua before reunification with Elle. As they leave Glenn Shepherd, Elle asks Alec what he saw down there and he replies, What I needed, Joshua smiles at the end. Smile (bonus scene) (collect all 11 shots, or beat the game in HARD):
After credits, a special scene will play. In first-person vision, Alexei enters her house and sees a wet footprint climbing the stairs. He follows these to his bedroom and his brother's. Inside, he finds a wet Joshua sitting on his bed with a camera that shows a photo of him smiling and laughing. The image that comes out of the camera is an
image alexei had found earlier in the game. In the water (Mercy kill Lillian, don't forgive Adam, don't save Wheeler): Alexei wakes up in the bathtub at his house. His father approaches him and claims that with his death, Joshua can continue his family legacy, before drowning him. Alexei gets the newest bogeyman. Judgment (don't show
mercy to Lillian kill Lillian, don't forgive Adam, don't save Wheeler): Alexei wakes up to find herself tied to the chair. Two bogeymen come out of the dark and have two halves of helmets they wear. They stand over Alexei and place two halves on his head and turn him into one of them. This could possibly symbolize the evil choices made
by Alexei during the game, suggesting that he has the potential to be a ruthless punisher like The Head's. Intensive care (don't have mercy kill Lillian, forgive Adam, save Wheeler): Alexei wakes up in a mental hospital tied up on a table. A man standing over him who looks suspiciously like Wheeler is told he has to take responsibility for
his actions and accept the present. The man standing behind him looks like a man. Then an electric shock is administered. This suggests that during the game, the patient in room 206 was actually Alexei. Silent Hill Homecoming UFO ending. The end of the UFO (don't mercy kill Lillian, don't forgive Adam, save Wheeler): similar to the
good ending, only this right as Elle and Elle about to hug each other, the UFO appears and snatches them. As they both float, Wheeler limped and shouted how he knew that was why people had disappeared. Play back home alexei gameplay kill monsters. The player takes on the role of Alexei Shepherd as he searches for Joshua.
Overall the gameplay is similar to past entries in the series. As Alexei explores different environments and locations, the player is searching for clues to the advance plot, such as photographs, drawings and other items which are placed inside Alex's journal, which the player may read at any time. To help the player, Alexei turns his head
towards items and clues to let the player know that the object may be picked up; other duplicate items include weapons and ammunition, which give shine as a visual cue to the player, and health drinks. Puzzle elements also play a role in the game, and alexei magazine may be used to refer to photos and other items that can help the
player decipher puzzles such as keyboard inputs. The player for the first time in the series may choose answers when engaging in conversations with other characters facing the game, which in turn may affect how the player's layout unfolds. Alex fights two nurses in addition to exploration, fighting is another major element of the
gameplay, and the player has to fight the different monsters that appear. The player is capable of carrying out light and heavy attacks, or mixing them to perform combinations, and may also make a variety of final moves to ensure the monsters are dead. Attacking enemies also has wounds that match alexei's move to launch the attack.
Alex fights an anchor. In terms of controlling Alexei, the player may also perform new maneuvers such as targeting the enemy before attacking them, carrying out enemy attacks and carrying out counter-attacks. In addition to melee weapons games; pistols, rifles, and shotguns are available as firearms, which can be replaced with stronger
versions later in the game. The game also marks the first time in a series where the camera never cuts to the landscape chosen by developers, allowing players to take full control of the camera outside of cutscenes, puzzles, and sections where players must choose conversation options. The game's development began as Silent Hill v
former senior designer Silent Hill v Masashi Tsubyama announced the game's development in a 2004 interview with Eurogimara. Tsubyama first clarified rumors that it was not going to be called shadows of the past, as previously reported from a website. A video teaser for Silent Hill V was released with a monologue by Alexei: Say war is
hell - but there are worse things. The war will change you and no one will ever come home, they'll never know me, they say you can't go home, but they're wrong, I just don't want to. Abandoned and discarded. Yamauka said the title of the game may be Silent Hill v N&A, and it was later confirmed to be Silent Hill: Home returning was
developed with a stronger emphasis on more interactive combat. Australia's censorship was banned in Australia until February 2009 due to censorship laws, and even then only the PlayStation 3 version was released. Significant reforms were made to certain scenes to make them seemingly less explicitly violent. When Adam is later cut in
half by a bogeyman, while the camera pulls back to reveal the scene, his remains have completely disappeared. The player can still check the scene and Alexei will still comment on Daddy's Remains despite none. Home Drill Scene Alexei gets drill to the eye (uncensored). In the scene where Margaret Holloway drills into Alexei's leg, a
hospital bed is easily placed in front of the camera, blurring the actual dig. [1] When the drill is driven into Margaret's face, the screen is purely black with a voice still heard in the background. [2] When Margaret falls to the ground, the drill no longer succumbes in her jaw, and is completely missing from the scene. Silent Hill music: Home-
to-home soundtrack. Main article: Silent Hill: Home-to-Home Soundtrack by Achira Yamauka. Vocals for One More Soul to the Call, This Sacred Line, Alex Theme and Elle Theme were by Mary Elizabeth McGlynn. A remix of Alex's theme, Alex Theme (Head Mix Machine), was released in the Silent Hill sounds box. Homecoming received
methacritic admissions of 71 out of 100 for the PlayStation 3 version, and 70 out of 100 for the X-Buck version 360. Total site GameRankings gave a 71.82% total score for the X-Buck version of 360, and 71.28% for the PlayStation 3 version. An example of a PC version flaw of the game so far, the most negative review of any previous
installment was Silent Hill, receiving a mere score of 59.38% on methacritic. Commonly cited issues are the lack of optimization and prevalence of bugs (some break the game - although it's important to note that these bugs were not unique to the pc version). As the second foreign outsourcing developer working on the arrival of Silent Hill,
the two Helix were under scrutiny from reviewers and Silent Hill fans to see how a new Western developer would handle the Japanese franchise. Some reviewers found the change in the developer as a whole a positive move, while others expressed interest in seeing more Silent Hill games from the same developer by acknowledging
faults in the final product. Some character models were criticized for being unpaid and the valley was eccentric. Praise was given to graphics and game environments, described as extraordinary, with Glenn Shepherd specifically delivering brilliant, and upgraded visuals offering film quality to everything and the world's ghastly
transformations seem better than ever. But character models were criticised for appearing doll-like disappeared . Another criticism of the game was the lack of lighting: many environments became difficult to navigate because of this, even with a flashlight. Also adding to the atmosphere is audio, with music written by the regular series
Achira Yamauca. Yamauca's music and ambient sound were well received, atmospheric, moody and beautifully presented along with the amazing sound score goes a long way towards creating silent hill's expected mood, though some concerns were expressed that the music was somewhat misplaced with the game and in it was not well
suited. By contrast, Croshaw's zero pussing review was generally negative, stating that while surface design, story and fight were all competent and Homecoming is not that bad a game, the game had little to say about the Silent Hill series and was better served as a completely different franchise. [3] The script of Homecoming. The game
plan, written by Patrick J. Dodi and Chris Valenziano, received a mixed reception. While some reviewers graded it positively, describing it as fascinating and uncomfortable, reviews by G4TV felt it wasn't particularly original, and there were no big surprises, but it still makes for a very involved trip to macabre. [4] More to the mixed reception
of the plot, some critics expressed frustration over the predictability of the original twist on the story about Alexei's situation, while others found it really shocking. The twist is that Joshua is dead, Alex has suppressed memories and Alex is responsible for Joshua's death. It's similar to silent hill 2's sketch, about James and Mary - although
unlike Mary, Joshua's death was accidental. Some criticism was also directed at the incredible Alexei, who believed he was a soldier while being treated in a mental hospital, and the absurd, unexplained levels of mentality that passed through joshua's death, to the point that he writes of the adventures of building belief in war in a diary,
hallucinating fictional characters like Sergeant Nash in his mind, somehow from the mental hospital he was in. It is escaping etc. Trivia is worth noting that Homecoming teaches incorrect medical advice. Removing five knives from Wheeler's chest (which Alexei does if the player is rescued), in a real-life situation, is not recommended



because it may cause more bleeding or open the damaged arteries. Almost all game bosses are a reference to the children's deaths. Joey Bartlett was buried alive and symbolically represented by Sepulcher in the garden. Scarlett Fitch loved dolls and fell to pieces, causing Scarlett Mannequin, who represents her, to beeed by her father
in a similar way to her death. Nora Holloway was strangled to death, represented by Asphyxia. The ultimate boss, Amenion, reveals Joshua's death by having a tube The water in his mouth refers to Joshua drowning. Many employers can be interpreted as the evil embodiment of children, however, they can also be regarded as those who
tend to claim qesas for their own deaths and punish their killers for their sins, similar to what the head-to-head pumm to James Sunderland has, as all the founders, full of regret (with the exception of Judge Holloway), walking straight to their deaths in their respective hands victims/punishments. Adam Shepherd was killed by Bogeyman.
The creature can be considered a punisher, reflecting Adam Shepherd's guilt for breaking the pact and condemning Glenn Shepherd. Another possibility is that Bugiman represents Alexei himself, who wants to punish his father for how he treated Alexei during his childhood. Almost every boss appears in the game after Alexei shows the
object to the parents who belonged to their child. Sepulcher appears after Alexei shows Joey's broken watch to Mayor Bartlett, Scarlett appears after showing Scarlett's doll to Dr. Fitch, and Esfixi appears after elk lockett elle to judge Holloway. The only exception is ammonion, and that's because Adam Shepherd didn't kill Joshua, Alexei
did. During The First Bridson, Alexei sees every parent and hears them kill their child in hospital rooms as it passes on Gurney. If the player watches closely, the murders can be seen happening in the following order: Dr. Fitch's fragmentation/scarlet heap, Judge Holloway strangling Nora, and Mayor Bartlett throwing Joey into a hole. The
baby they're all killing looks like Joshua, the surgeon pushing Gurney Alexei, is actually his father, Adam. It is likely that in his dream his son will die to carry out the victim before he was killed by Bogeyman. Adam is killed twice in the same way, thus predicting Adam's death later in the game. The blades hanging above Gurney Alexei in
The Nightmare Hospital are the same set that sits at the end of the amniotic appendix. During Alexei's nightmare at the beginning of the game, horizontally severed bodies are prevalent throughout the entire facility. In psychology, this is most likely a reference to how Adam Shepherd's death. First, it should be noted how deeply Alexei was
abused from childhood from his father's treatment of him, then considering the combination of dreams and nightmares. Neuroscientists have concluded that most dreams and nightmares are born out of their shared environment (as one, residency, peer behaviorism) mixed with their fears/phobias or personal pleasures, while some dreams
still remain as brazen fantasies. So these experiences in sleep are frequently called side-by-side views on reality. Adam Shepherd is killed by a bogeyman by being cut to half vertically and his body is also found in his son You cried as a surgeon. If someone closely examines the surroundings during the dream, it's easily noticeable that
there are more bodies with horizontal slices than any other stage in the game. It could be a reference to the player that what Alexei is experiencing is a nightmare before the point of saving and/or cutscene exposes this, but it could also be another clue as to how Adam's nightmare fate will eventually become a reality. sylotte , the man in
the basement . When in the basement of Alexei's house, if the player looks through the spectacular curtain leading to the outside of Adam Shepherd's hunting room, Sylvet Adam is seen. After the cut opened, however, the silhouette revealed that a mannequin is a dress. Meat membranes that replace warp and other thin materials to cut in
the game resemble dented vaginal cavities or vagina dents. This can possbily represent childbirth, but in a far more vulgar way. During labor, cervical dice are a natural event that can be seen as an analogy to when Alexei cuts each open membrane, only to see each side lined with teeth. This could possibly be a reference to Lillian
enduring her two sons, who knew that one of the boys had a doomed fate, and thus inevitably entered a dangerous world represented by teeth. If the player gets lost during a level, he or she will have to follow the insect trail, as they will lead the player to the necessary location. However, they are easy to lose, as they move in tight
formation and only on the ground. There is much speculation about the 206 connection. It is known that 206 is alexei's hospital room number, supported by an end in which it is revealed alexei was in mental asylum throughout the entire game. In the nightmare hospital when chasing Joshua, if Alexei examines the door of 206, he will hear
water dripping from the other side, a symbol of Alexei's avoided fate and Joshua's true destiny. Room 206 at the Grand Hotel in Silent Hill is the room Alexei passes through before colliding with mayor Bartlett and Sepulcher. Most importantly, though, is the fact that all hours stopped at Glen Shepherd at 2.06pm. If seen carefully, it can be
seen that in Alexei's flashback, the time on Adam's watch is also at 2:06. This could be a possible reference to tetraphobia, east Asian superstitions about Number 4 and death. If one looks at 2:06 mathematically, when numbers are re-ordered 6 - 2 (six minus two), one remains with 4, a number pronounced in Japanese, similarly to the
word death. Also, although this is most likely a mere coincidence, the German word 4 is pronounced almost exactly like English fear (even weirder than four letter). However, given that Homecoming was produced by a Western developer, these two connections seem unlikely, though there are several signs in the game that revolves
around 4, as written directly below, such as the H-A-T-E reordering and four moved bosses of four deceted children. It is also possible that 2:06 . M is the time of Joshua Shepherd's death; When talking to Curtis, he will tell Alexei by choosing a specific option, It's like something's keeping things from moving forward. grand hotel . At the
Grand Hotel sign, 4 letters don't work: A-H-T-E. If re-considered, the letters spell H-A-T-E, which could possibly symbolize the deaths of the four children and their hatred of their parents. During the boat ride, Wheeler's deputy recalls a missing female police officer who is notoriously implicitly Sybel Bennett of Silent Hill. In reference to the
Bible, the Shepherd family seems to be a symbol of the first family. Adam and Eve have two sons, Cain and Abel, while Adam and Lillian Shepherd (in reference to Adam's first wife, Lilith) have Alexei and Joshua in their hands. Cain was a farmer, and Abel was a shepherd who sacrificed his first herd to God. Cain envied that God loved
Abel and killed him and freed mortal sin to the earth. Although Alexei was jealous of Joshua, he did not kill Joshua with malicious intent, but he still killed him regardless. After doing so, Alexei broke the treaty the founding families had with the old gods and liberated the evil of the other world in Glen Shepherd. Many of the achievements
that can be achieved in the X-Buck version 360 are references to Silent Hill 2. For example, the end of drowning has an achievement in the water, which is the name of one of the ends in the previous game, but both champions have the same fate; both drown. Angela's choice is achieved by forgiving Alexei's father, a reference to Angela
Orosco's hatred of her father. There were several used audio files in the game, noting - among other things - that the game was supposed to be mainly focused on fighting alongside allies, and was supposed to include a cameo by Walter Sullivan when he was a child, in the form of a therapy session recorded on tape. Listening to the tape
showed Walter showing pictures of room 302 and when he was shown a picture of his real mother, he denied he was having an affair with him, throwing an anthrom. The last name is Alexei Shepherd, also named Miss Mary Shepherd-Sunderland. This suggests family relationships. When asked in an interview about the relationship,
Toome Holt said that while not entirely sure, he believed it was probably a coincidence. [5] However, the story and character's name were decided before the theme joined Konami, so there is no clear definitive answer to this. Was he related to me? asks Alexei in an advertising diary for Homecoming. [6] Nurse embryos. If the player
shines a light on a nurse's belly (not a flashlight - another source of light), the fetus can to be seen inside his uterus. There was originally a level where Alexei meets a hunter in the woods. Alexei helps the character, but it's dying anyway. The surface was scratched, but the character model was again used for Travis Grady's cameo. The
initials on Hunter's hat in his conceptual art spell SHV, stands for Silent Hill V (the title of the work back home). The opening cut of the game, in which Elle is tied to Gurney and pushed through a Knightmarish hospital, is highly reminiscent of a scene from Jacob's Ladder, a film often credited as one of the influences of the Silent Hill series.
The plot also bears a striking resemblance to the film, as it turns out at the end of the film that Jacob never left Vietnam alive, it was a drug-induced illusion. At the end of the hospital, it turns out that Alexei was never really in the army, and that all the hallucinations were caused by the drugs he was given while in a mental institution.
Scarlett's boss, the visualized doll, may be a reference to Silent Hill 3. In Alasa Gillespie's room near the end of the game, the player can check out a collection of dolls at the foot of Alasa's bed. Heather Mason (Alasa) will say that one of the dolls was her favorite as a child and she played with so much doll. She will say that she called the
doll 'Scarlett', but she can't remember the other doll's name. Central Silent Hill. While there are numerous dissonances with the hill map off central as it appears at Homecoming, the most notable expansion of Lake Toluca is that, according to the map as shown in the game, it effectively sinks numerous locations of roots such as greenfield
apartments, Cedar Grove Starianium, and the church with its cemetery (see Silent Hill : Home-to-home changes for details). On the title page, Joshua can be seen standing on the front ion of the shepherd's house. Homing was originally scheduled to culminate in a fight scene between Joshua Shepherd and Alasa Gillespie over Lake
Toluca, according to an interview with producer Toom Holt. El Holloway was also originally supposed to be an adult version of Laura from Silent Hill 2, and she wore a James Sunderland jacket during a boat ride to Silent Hill. Home return is the only installment in the franchise where each monster has its own qualifying cutscene. When
Alexei has a brief conversation with Dr. Fitch on The Descent of Hell, the background sounds from a scene in Stephen King It's film. Homecoming is the first game in the series where the end of the UFO may be achieved on a first play. This is the only silent hill game in which the hero is actually experienced in the fight somewhat.
According to Toome Holt, this is due to training by his father Adam, who is unusual for a Silent Hill game. External Links Videos Off Hill Back Home X Buck 360 Gameplay - E3 بذج  ModeIntro ( سامت هب  رتشیب  حور  کی  ). Silent Hill Homecoming - Scarlet BossSilent Hill Homecoming Asphyxia Boss fightSilent Hill Homecoming all death
animationsSilent Hill Homecoming Joshua's Memento (Photos &amp; Drawings)Photo and drawing locations. ریواصت لیه : تنلیاس  هب  دینک  هاگن  یزاب ، زا  ریواصت  زا  لماک  تسیل  کی  یارب  یرلاگ  یرلاگ  نیا  هب  سکع  کی  ندرک  هفاضا   Homecoming. هنک رارف  شسوباک  زا  هنکيم  يعس  سكلا  .دوش  یم  هدید  یزاب  هیحاتتفا  سناکس  رد  هک  روط  نامه  ایمیک  ناتسرامیب   . The
Fog World in Shepherd's Glen.The Shepherd's Glen Town Hall.A statue in Rose Heights Cemetery.One of the many, fleshy holes present in the game, which usually contain Swarms.Alex fights an Order Soldier.Alex finds his mother near death. The Church of the Holy Way.Margaret lies dead on the floor of the Lair.An officer's corpse in a
room of the Lair.Wallpaper of Joshua and a Schism.Wallpaper of the Bogeyman.Add a photo to this gallery Games Silent Hill: Homecoming The Real World Main Series Community content is available under CC-BY-SA رکذ .درک  هراشا  تروص  نیا  ریغ  رد  هکنیا  رگم  .
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